Gijón (Asturias) – from 25th to 28th of September 2013

Opening: Wednesday 25th of September in the assembly hall of
Antiguo Instituto Jovellanos.
Organizer: INCUNA (Industry, Culture and Nature) Industrial Archaeology Association

www.incuna.es
Tfno/Fax: 00 -34- 985319385 .Info Social Networks: Facebook:
(INCUNA Profile – Conference page), Twitter
Technical Secretariat: Irene García Alonso (incuna@telecable.es / info@incuna.es)

Organising Committee: Miguel Ángel Álvarez Areces (Presidente de INCUNA Industria,
Cultura, Naturaleza y de TICCIH-España; Ángel Martín Rodríguez (Escuela Politécnica de
Ingenieros Industriales de Gijón, Universidad de Oviedo), Antonio Lista Martín (INCUNA, UIC),
Carlos Fernández Caicoya (Profesor de Proyectos en IES Fernández Vallín), Ignacio Valdés
Alvarez (INCUNA), Faustino Suárez Antuña (INCUNA), Carolina Castañeda López (INCUNA y
E.T.S. Arquitectura de Madrid); José Luis Ruiz Diego (ARPIC-INCUNA).
Scientific and Advisory Committee: Araceli Pereda Alonso (Presidenta Hispania NostraEspaña), Miguel Ángel Álvarez Areces (INCUNA y TICCIH-España), María Linarejos Cruz
(Instituto Patrimonio Cultural de España- Ministerio de Cultura), Gladys Collazo Usallán
(Presidenta del Consejo Nacional Patrimonio Cultural de Cuba), Anne-François Garçon
(Coordinadora TPTI Universidad Pantheon Sorbonne París),Massimo Preite (Università de
Firenze, Italia,TICCIH), Victor Fernández Salinas (Universidad de Sevilla e ICOMOS España),
Juan Jose Castillo (Universidad Complutense de Madrid), Julian Sobrino Sumal ( Universidad
de Sevilla), Pilar Biel (Universidad de Zaragoza), Asunción Feliú Torras ( Presidenta de EFaith , Vicepresidenta Amctaic), Angel Martín Rodriguez (EPII Gijón Universidad de Oviedo),
Natalia Tielve García ( Universidad de Oviedo), Joaquín Sabaté (Universidad Politécnica de
Cataluña. Red Conpadre); Alejandro Acosta Collazo (Universidad Autónoma de Aguascalientes
México.Red Conpadre), Patrick Viaene (University College Gent, Bélgica; Presidente de SIWE;
Board TICCIH), André Munhoz Argollo (Universidad Estadual de Campinas- Brasil. Red
Conpadre, Axel Föhl (State for the Preservation of Historic Monuments of the Rhineland.LVR
Rheinisches Amt für Denkmalpflege.TICCIH-Alemania), Lina Constanza Beltrán (Pontificia
Universidad Javierana de Bogotá-Colombia), José Manuel Lopes Cordeiro (Universidad do
Minho, Braga- Portugal TICCIH), Jorge Tartarini (Museo de las Aguas Argentinas Buenos Aires,
Franziska Bollerey (Instituto de Historia del Arte,Arquitectura y Urbanismo Iihaau)-Techische
Universität Delft), Monica Ferrari (Universidad Tucumán-Argentina,Presidenta TICCIHArgentina), Humberto Morales Moreno (Benemérita Universidad de Puebla- México), Graciela
M. Viñuales (TICCIH-Argentina), Giovanni Luigi Fontana (Universidad de Padua-Italia), Miles
Oglethorpe (RNMS, Escocia- Reino Unido, TICCIH), José María Sierra Alvarez (Catedrático
Geografía Universidad de Cantabria), Susana Landrove (Directora de la Fundación
Docomomomo Ibérico), Aladino Fernandez García (Universidad de Oviedo), Nery González
(Arquitecto Universidad de la República, Montevideo Uruguay), Cristina Meneguello
(Universidad de Campinas Brasil, Board TICCIH).

PRESENTATION
The International Conference of Industrial Heritage 2013 is entitled “Maritime, River
and Fishing Heritage”. Its objective is to present, reflect and discuss about a large
agenda on maritime, river and fishing industrial heritage and the activities related
with them, always from an interdisciplinary point of view: about identity,
sustainability, technical and practices, history, architecture and town planning,
transport, tourism, landscape and sustainability.
The history of many villages, towns and cities is linked to the sea and the rivers,
and to many stories with a story that have left a valuable legacy and testimony: a
tangible and intangible heritage. In this way, we find together aspects of an
industrial heritage, the town and country planning, the human settlements, a
strong identity and a belonging sense, as well as shows the transversal heritage of
the activities related to the sea, from the traditional fishing to the new processes of
technological innovation and inventions that have been an achievement in world
history. At the same time, the transport development was paralleled with the
expansion of the industry itself in a global market.
All these activities in the seas, rivers and lakes have caused some ways of seeing
and understanding the life, whose uniqueness is evident in our daily lives. An
intangible heritage that is very present in our lives and in the coastal cities and
inland waters surroundings. In the same way, landscapes of sea and river are now
strongly affected by sustainability and respect for the environment. In many cases
there are malfunctions and controversies between the concept of protection of
heritage and the memory of working with a defense of the environment in which
resolution is necessary to have a sensitivity and historical knowledge to
understand the importance of the artifacts, the historical naval elements, the mills,
the dams, the cranes, the vapors, the companies files, the pictures and many other
elements that make up an invaluable evidence the material development of the
humanity.
All this, and with the ultimate goal of conservation, protection and enhancement of
maritime, river and fishing heritage, will be discussed the XV International Conference
promoted for INCUNA, declared a public utility company, from over fifteen years in
Gijón, Asturias and today has become the only reference an annual international
meeting for all specialists and interested in the heritage and industrial archeology in the
world.
The themes of the interventions, workshops, workshops, posters, papers and
communications in this year 2013 will focus on:
The change of cities and villages. Historic port areas. Processing and
preservation of industrial, cultural and natural heritage.
Maritime transport. History, Construction and Technology.
Port architecture, architectural and functional heritage.
Heritage of fishing, canning industry. Techniques and knowledge

Historic arsenals, Shipyards and wooden boats
River and lake heritage. Mills, Waterwheels...
Working Memory and technological and industrial heritage conservation.
Tangible and intangible activities generated around the sea and rivers.
Gastronomy, Music, Folklore, Film, Place Names, Popular Arts, Photography,
Archives, Inventories.
Maritime and River Heritage and its relationship to the landscape, the
environment and sustainability.
Museums, interpretation centers and temporary and permanent
exhibitions.
Underwater Archaeology
Spas. Identity and Culture. People of sea
Management of tourism and leisure. Creative and cultural industries

The 25th, 26th, and 27th of September, international, national and local communicators
arrange to meet in a new way to show papers with participation of conference delegate
and the audience. Papers, posters, round tables and workshops. On Saturday, the 28th of
September, we will carry out a journey to Heritage spaces.
On Saturday, September 28, we will have an intense tour itinerary for various
heritage sites, including a boat trip through the Eo Estuary.
In addition, on Thursday 27 we offer the possibility of a very special evening
cocktail with a tour in the Aquarium of Gijón, surrounded by sharks, stingrays,
moray leopard, giant tortoises...
The activities are completed with two alternatives for the morning of Sunday: a
visit to the Railway Museum of Asturias, in Gijón, and/or Cider Route in the periurban area.
The data selected will be published in a book in the collection "The Eyes of
Memory", in volume 14, continuing with this dynamic display of the contents of
this conference that have become the only held every year in Europe in the
treatment of industrial heritage and its cultural and scenic aspects.
We will have too complementary activities like documentary projections, photography
exhibitions and posters presentations.
The papers selected for the conference will be edited in a book, in “The eyes of the
memory” collection. Volume no. 14.

ACTIVITY PROGRAM

Wednesday 25th of September
11.30 h. Meeting point to Conference participants in the Town Hall Square.
Guided Visit around Gijón for the 15th International Conference of industrial
heritage and cultural landscapes audition with especial attention to the maritime
and fishing heritage of the city.
18.00 h. 15th International Conference of Industrial Heritage Inauguration, in the
assembly hall of Antiguo Instituto Jovellanos, with local, regional and National
authority interventions.
18.15 h. Inaugural conference: SANTIAGO RIERA I TUEBOLS (Industrial
Engineer, Professor Emeritus of History of Science and Technique in the University
of Barcelona) History of technology and the industrial heritage.
18.15 h. Projection of a documentary film.

EXHIBITION. X International Photography Contest on Maritime, River and
Fishing Heritage
Since 18 September, and until the end of the year, with the collaboration of the
Authority of Gijón, in the old fish market, exhibition of winning and selected
photographs of the X International Photography Contest organized by INCUNA.

Thursday 26th of September
8.30 to 9.00. Credential and documents delivery, in Laboral City of Culture
Paraninfo
9.00 h. Intervention by the moderator and driver description of the objectives of
the table 1:
PAPERS:
DANIEL PERIBÁÑEZ CAVEDA (Professor of Economical History. University
of Oviedo) Asturian ports: history and heritage dimension
CARLOS BLAZQUEZ HERRERO (Consultor Engineer) Hydraulic Heritage
in the Iberian Peninsula in the ICT
QUE WEIMIN (College of Urban and Environmental Sciences. Peking
University)
“The Maritime Heritage along the Hangzhou Bay, P. R. China: Past, Current
and Future”
10.45 h. Summary of interventions, conclusions, questions and Colloquium
11.00 h. Coffee - Break
11.30 h. Intervention by the moderator and driver description of the objectives of
the table 2:
PAPERS:
DR GIOVANNI LUIGI FONTANA (President of AIPAI-Italy and Professor in
the University of Padua) Maritim heritage in Italy. From the arsenals of
Venice to the renovation of the port of Genova
DR MILJENKO SMOKVINA (Pro Torpede Rijeka (Society for Promotion and
Projection of Rijeka’s Industrial Heritage) Rijeka-Croacia Musealisation of
Rijeka’s Industrial and Maritime Heritage, Mediteranean and World
Industrial Heritage Network Possibilities
ORLANDO INCLÁN CASTAÑEDA (Architect of the Office of the Historian of
Havana, Cuba) Plan and design for the refunctionalization of spaces and
industrial heritage of the Bay of Havana
13.30 h. Summary of interventions, conclusions, questions and Colloquium
14.00 h. End of the morning session

14.00-16.00 h. LUNCH / With special menu for Congress attendees in the Laboral
Ciudad de la Cultura Café’s.

AFTERNOON SESSION - PAPERS AND POSTERS
16,00- 19,00 h. Auditorium and Classroom Laboral number 1. Presentation of
papers (see list session 1 and 2)
The submission of papers is held by the authors, based on their distribution and
affinity thematic content. The estimated time will be about 12 minutes. It is
recommended not to expose in each intervention over 10 slides in PPS.
Exposure of different papers selected by the Scientific Committee casuistry have
local, national and international. Papers are presented in two or three different
thematic sections, coordinated by a moderator.
There will be a coffee break of 10 minutes at approximately 17.30 h.
The posters will be in A-1, and include a header with title, authors and contact,
followed by an abstract, four photographs, and ending with some conclusions.

22,00 h. Cocktail and guide tour in the Gijón Aquarium. Surrounded by sharks,
rays, moray leopards, giant tortoises... in an unforgettable meeting with a special
'moonlight', simulating the sea under a full moon. Price: 15 Euros (registration
required)

Friday 27th of September
9.00 h. Intervention by the moderator and driver description of the objectives of
the table 3.
PAPERS
ANDRÉS HUGO LEIRÍA MONASTERIO (Architect. Professor on Architecture
and History in Universidad Nacional de la Plata. Argentina) Docente de
Taller en las materias de Arquitectura y de Historia en la Universidad
Nacional de la Plata. Argentina) “Industrial Heritage of Berisso and
Ensenada, Re-signification of its history on the banks of La Plata
riverside”
PABLO ZÁRATE (Director of the Cartagena Navy Museum), JOSE ANTONIO
MARTINEZ LÓPEZ (Archaeologist) y JOSÉ MANUEL CHACÓN BULNES
(Architect) “Interpretation Center of Isaac Peral and the torpedo
submarine, museological plan and architectural intervention.
Cartagena”
JEAN LOUIS KEROUANTON (Vicepresident of the University of Nantes.
Responsible for the Master in History of Sciences and Techniques in the
University of Nantes) Nantes port in France. Heritage, science and
technology in the Atlantic Arc context
10.45 h. Conclusions. Questions and Colloquium
11.00 h. Coffee - Break
11.30 h. Presentation of the book "Industrial Heritage and Cultural Landscapes.
Development memories ", volume 13 of the collection "The eyes of memory"
11.45 h. Intervention by the moderator and driver description of the objectives of
the table 4:
PAPERS
JOSÉ RAMÓN GARCÍA LÓPEZ (Director of the Maritime Museum and
Professor of Economic History in the University of Oviedo) The Maritime
Museum. Historical routes of the sea and fishing in Asturias
IÑAKI URIARTE PALACIOS (Architect, documentary filmmaker and writer
specializing in architecture and urban issues) Plazas del Agua, heritage,
landscape and poetry of the port areas in the basque towns: from
Baiona to Bilbao
13.00 h. Conclusions. Question Time and Discussion

14.00 h. End of the morning session.
14.00-16.00 h. LUNCH / With special menu for Congress attendees in the Laboral
Ciudad de la Cultura Café’s.

AFTERNOON SESSION - PAPERS AND POSTERS
16,00- 19,00 h. Auditorium and Classroom Laboral number 1. Presentation of
papers (see list session 3 and 4)
The submission of papers is held by the authors, based on their distribution and
affinity thematic content. The estimated time will be about 12 minutes. It is
recommended not to expose in each intervention over 10 slides in PPS.
Exposure of different papers selected by the Scientific Committee casuistry have
local, national and international. Papers are presented in two or three different
thematic sections, coordinated by a moderator.
There will be a coffee break of 10 minutes at approximately 17.30 h.
The Posters will be made in A-1, and include a header with title, authors and
contact, followed by an abstract, four photographs, and ending with some
conclusions.
19:30 CLOSING OF THE XV CONFERENCE. Delivery of diplomas to participants
and authors of communications and presentations.

RECOMMENDED EXHIBITION, with a guided tour
On Friday September 27, in Laboral Centro de Arte, opening of Watershed Learning, a
research project on the cultural landscape of the Asturian Coalfield, by the architects
Nacho Ruiz Allén and Sara Lopez Arraiza (Zon-e Arquitetos).

Saturday 28th of September
Itinerary for the Maritime and Industrial Landscape of Asturias and Galicia
Suggested route according to the contents of the XV Conference of INCUNA 2013

Departure at 8 am from the Campo Valdés gardens in Gijon (behind City Hall).
Western Asturias Tour with stops at fishing villages and remnants of fishing and
maritime industrial heritage (Puerto de Vega, Viavélez, Tapia de Casariego, Figueras,
Castropol).
Industrial tourism, responsible and of experience with cruise on the River Eo, looking
ports, banks joinery, architectural heritage ... Shipyards guided tours.
Evaluation and tasting of the gastronomic heritage with the subsequent study and
consideration of intangible heritage and other aspects recreational area theme.
Visits to several heritage landmarks and maritime industry as Ribadeo Galician towns,
A Pontenova, etc.
Arrival at Gijon at 20.30 pm.

Sunday 29th of September
11.00 am Complementary and Optional activity for participants and companion

+ Guided visit to the Railway Museum of Asturias. Exhibition of planes library
of the shipyards of Cantábrico, Riera and Duro Felguera from the
documentary files of the Museum. Tour by the historical places of shipbuilding,
proletarian housing in Gijón, and active port activity.
+ Cider Route in Gijón outskirts with the subsequent food tasting of a proletarian
menu proletarian with fruits of the earth or the sea.

RULES
Anyone interested is invited to submit their communications straightly related to the
topics of the Conference and to send their suggestions to INCUNA, mentioning that it is
focused on the thematic mentioned on this program.
The defense of communications and posters will be done by their own authors. There
won’t be readers. It will be necessary to be registered and to have participated in the
Conference for de following publication. Accredited diplomas will be provided for each
lectures, communications and posters that will be selected.
For de acceptance of communications, posters and lectures must be required the
previous sent of a summary or abstract about the content of it, with a maximum of 10
lines and with keywords. Once they will be evaluated for a commission of the
Organizing and Scientific Committees, it will be communicated for their admission.
For the posters, the measures will be A-1 and with the following structure: a header
with a title, authors names and contact, followed by an abstract, four photographs and
ending with the conclusions.
The official languages for de XV International Conference of Industrial Heritage are
Spanish, English, Portuguese, Italian and French.
The FINAL TEXTS of communications, posters and presentations take place
before end September 10, 2013. The time for presentations will be a maximum of 15
minutes.
For SUPPORTING MATERIALS (powerpoint presentations ...) for exposure of
communications, it must be delivered or sent to the Technical Secretariat of the
conference before September 10, 2013. The presentations will have a maximum size
of 10 MB and a number of slides that do not exceed 12, including cover and close.
Posters will be of size A-1, come laminated and include a header with title, authors
and contact, followed by an abstract, four photographs, and ending with some
conclusions. The header should also include the logo of the XV Conference.
The final texts will be delivered before the 6th of September, according to published
standards. They will have about 17,000 characters, approximately in Times New
Roman-12, 1.5 with 5 illustrations delivery apart from the text in JPG format.
Send it to:
XV Jornadas Internacionales Patrimonio Industrial/ INCUNA, Asociación de
Arqueología Industrial Máximo Fuertes AcevedoC/ La Muralla, 3 entlo.- 33202 Gijón
Telf. / Fax: 985319385 E-mail: incuna@telecable.es e info@incuna.es

REGISTRATION FORM
XV INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE
The registration on the XIV Conference and on the II International Conference on
Heritage and Regional Development will entitle you to attend all lectures and
comunication, poster sessions and to make the local itineraries, practical
complement of it, to receive material from communications and other publications
about it, and the certifícate of attendance.
The tour or itinerary on Saturday September 29 will be limited by the number of
places avaliable in the transport. If It should be explained at the time of the
registration if the itinerary is included or is only a registration for the Conference.
The booking will be in strict order of registration.
We provide you information about transfers, accommodations and other logistics,
with advantages and different options you have.
The registration fees are the following:
A.- Complete Conference (itinerary and meal included): 130 €
B.- Complete Conference to INCUNA, RED CONPADRE and TICCIH-España
members (itinerary and meal included): 110 €
C.- INCUNA and TICCIH-España members (no itinerary): 80 €
D.- General registration on the Conference (no itinerary): 100 €
E.- Students, Unemployed, Retirees (no itinerary): 85 €
F.- Students, Unemployed, Retirees (itinerary and meal included): 115 €
IF THE REGISTRATION IS DONE BEFORE JUNE 1, FEES WILL HAVE A
DEDUCTION OF 10 %
The amount, with the mention of the person who will be registered and the type of
registation, must be paid to de account:
INCUNA Asoc. de Arqueología Industrial Máximo Fuertes Acevedo
BANK: CAJASTUR
C/C: 2048 0003 69 3400103287
IBAN: ES57 2048 0003 6934 0010 3287
CÓDIGO SWIFT: CECAESMM048

YOU CAN ALSO PAY BY PAYPAL (Consult the instructions to the Technical
Secretariat)

REGISTRATION FORM
XV INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE INCUNA
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name and Surname
Adress
Zip Code

Town

Region

Country

Telephone

Fax

E-mail
I.D.

Profesión

TYPE OF REGISTRATION
A.- Complete Conference (itinerary and meal included): 130 €
B.-INCUNA, Conpadre and TICCIH members (itinerary and meal included): 110 €
C.- INCUNA, Red Conpadre and TICCIH-España members (no itinerary): 80 €
D.- General registration (no itinerary): 100 €
E.- Students, Unemployed, Retirees (no itinerary): 85 €
F.- Students, Unemployed, Retirees (itinerary and meal included): 115 €
Itinerary Saturday September 28
¿Paper presentation?
¿Poster session?

SI
SI
SI

NO
NO
NO

Provisional title of the paper:

COMPANY/ENTITY INFORMATION
Name of the Comany/Entity
I.D.
Adress
Zip Code
Provincia
Telephone

Position
Town
Country
Fax

E-mail

Send Registration Form together with the copy of payment of the registration fee to:
INCUNA, Asoc. de Arqueología Industrial Máximo Fuertes Acevedo. C/ La Muralla, 3 entlo. 33202
Gijón (España) Por fax al: 985319385. Por email a: incuna@telecable.es y a incuna@gmail.com
De conformidad con lo establecido en la LO 15/1999 de Protección de Datos de Carácter Personal, le informamos de que sus
datos serán incluidos en una base propiedad de INCUNA. Usted podrá ejercitar sus derechos ARCO en la dirección de C/La
Muralla, entlo. 33202 Gijón (Asturias) o en la siguiente dirección de correo electrónico: incuna@telecable.es.

